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DIGEST

I. An employee may not be reimbursed for shipping a
privately owned vehicle to or from a training assignment
location since the law governing that training (5 U.S.C9
§ 4109 (1988)), does not provide thart authority nor may such
expense be used to establish a cost comparison to determine
travel reimbursement on a constructive basis, Michael G.
Pond, 58 Comp. Gen. 253 (1979), and Reconsideration of Pond,
8-193197, Jan. 10, 1980; Paul S. Begnaud, B-214610, Feb. 19,
1985.

2, An employee may not be authorized use of a rental
vehicle at a training assignment location while waiting for
her shipped privately owned vehicle to arrive unless there
was official business to be conducted which required the use
of a rental vehicle, Kenneth A. Cucullu, B-236570, Apr. 13,
1990, and decisions cited.

DECISION

This decision is in response to a request from the
Certifying Officer, Federal Aviation Administration - Alaska
Region (FAA), Department of Transportation." T: concerns
the entitlement of Ms. Della S. Triggs to be reimbursed for
shipment of privately owned vehicle (POV) from Anchorage,
Alaska, to Seattle, Washington, to be used by her while
performing long-term temporary duty for training. We con-
clude that she may not be reimbursed that cost, for th'l
following reasons.

Ms. Triggs, an employee of the FAA stationed in. Anchorage,
Alaska, was authorized temporary duty travel to Seattle,
Washington, for training for a 2-year period beginning
January 13, 1992. Although she was authorized to travel by
POV as advantageous to the government, she was also
authorized to travel by air. In recognition of her need to
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have her POV in Seattle, she was author::ed to ren- a
vehicle there for a period not to exceed 10 days if r.-e
chose to fly there and have her POV shippec.

On JanLracy 10, 1992, is, Triggs shipped her PC''J to Sea--'-
and on the following day flew there by using a goverramern
transportation request (GTR), She now seeks rei.mburseme.nt
for her transportation expenses to include her TV shipme.:
cost:s based on a cost comparison of what her escimated
expenses would have been had she driven to Seattle, as
opposed to the method of travel actually used.

Payment of travel and transportation expenses relating to
periods of long-term training is governed by the prnvis:zns
of 5 U.S.C. § 4109 (1988). Subsection 4109(a)(2) chereor
provides, in part, that an agency may pay or reimburse an
employee for all or part of the necessary expenses of
training, including the cost of--

"(A) travel and per diem instead of
subsistence

"(B) Transportation of immediate family, house-
hold goods and personal effects, packing, crating,
temporarily storing, draying and unpacking .

when the estimated costs of transportation and
related services are less than the estimated
aggregate per diem payments for the period of
training . . . ."

In decision Michael G. Pond, 58 Comp. Gen. 253 (1979), and
Reconsideration of Pond, 5-193197, Jan. 10, 1980, we
analyzed the type of duty assignment contemplated by
5 U.S.C. § 4109 and the benefits available to employees
incident to such assignments. 'We stated therein that, "(i:
must be recognized that travel for training is not ordinay
TDY or PCS travel but is in a class by itself." -ic hael G.
Pond, suora, at 257. We ruled, t.herefzre, chat t:e rave'
expenses payable in connection with :-, n -.
assignments are limited :D those exzense items Spe- c*:_: 1

authorized in 5 U.S.C. § j109,Z and at sh imen : 3 - -
is not authorized a: azver.nmen: expense tmeer ':.'.'
§ 4109.

Therefore, since shipment of a privately cowned vehinle is
noc authorized, such expenses incurred by an employee may
n:t be used to establish a cos: ccmparison t de ."'--. he

2Se3 also Stephen T. CroaUl, 60 Comp. Gen. 478 (1.131) and
John E. Wriaht, 64 Camp. Gen. 268 ('385).
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maximum travel reimbursement on a constructive basis,3

Ms, Triggs chose to fly to her training location by use of a
GTE rather than drive her POV, Therefore, the cost of chat
GTR represents her- maximum travel entitlement for the cut-
bound portion of her travel.

With regard to the agency authorizing Ms. Triggs to use a
rental car in Seattle ai. advantageous to the government, an
employee may only be reimbursed for official business use of
such a vehicle, 41 C.FR. § 301-3,2(a) (1992). Any
expenses incurred by an employee for personal use of a
rented vehicle must be borne by the employee.'

The submission suggests that the only reason Ms. Triggs was
authorized to use a rental vehicle in Seattle was because
she had decided to ship her own POV rather than use it as a
mode of transportation and might require transportation in
Seattle until her POV arrived, Therefore, unless there was
official business to be conducted in Seattle which required
the use of a rental vehicle, there was no basis for the
agency to authorize Ms. Triggs to rer.t a vehicle there for
any period of time.

JamsF. nc
Jam F.Hinch n

>l /General. Counsel

3Paul S. Beanaud, B-214610, Feb. 19, 1985.

'Kenneth A. Cucullu, B-236570, Apr. 13, 1990, citing to
Joseph P. Crowley, B-186115, Feb. 4, 1977. Comrare
Raymond E. Vener, B-199122, Feb. 18, 1981.
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